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Stem cells have the ability to differentiate into a variety of tissues. 

This means, through careful engineering, stem cells could be 

used to repair a 

damaged brain or heart, rebuild 

a knee, restore injured nervous 

system connections, treat diabetes, 

and much more. That's the potential 

power of stem cells, and the reason 

the University of Minnesota 

is investing greatly in its 

new Stem Cell Institute 

-the first of its kind. 
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE 
In the field of medicine, the possibilities appear 
endless. The mapping of the human genome and the 
ensuing understanding of the most basic level of life -
at the cellular and molecular level- is leading to new 
therapies long considered the stuff of science fiction. 
At the University of Minnesota Medical School, there's a long track record of turning 

science fiction into reality. Firsts in open-heart surgery, the development of the heart

lung machine, the wearable pacemaker, and a long line of pioneering work in kidney, 

heart, pancreas, and liver transplantation- are all points of pride not only for those con

nected to the Medical School, but for all Minnesotans. • But the very best may be yet to 

come as University scientists unlock the secrets of the microscopic stem cell. • Imagine 

physicians treating a damaged liver by injecting cells that could create healthy new liver 

cells- thereby eliminating the need for a liver transplant. Or treating diseases- perhaps 

Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, or stroke- by implanting stem cells. Stem cells 

have the ability to differentiate into a variety of tissues. This means, through careful engi

neering, stem cells could be used to repair a damaged brain or heart, rebuild a knee, restore 

injured nervous system connections, treat diabetes, and much more. • That's the potential 

power of stem cells- and the reason that the University of Minnesota is investing greatly in 

its new Stem Cell Institute -the first of its kind. 
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Umbilical cord blood mast cells. This scanning electron 

micrograph shows pluripotent stem cells that differentiate 

into myeloid and lymphoid elements. 
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The ability to grow replacements for failing body parts is rapidly 
approaching reality at the University of Minnesota's new 
Stem Cell Institute. 

It was probably the best surprise Catherine Verfaillie, M.D., has 

ever had. 

A professor in the Department of Medicine at the University of 

Minnesota, Verfaillie has seen plenty of unusual things in the dozen 

or so years she's spent exploring the spongy marrow that fills our 

bones. But none beats what she and graduate student Morayma 

Reyes found growing in a culture dish one day in 1997. 

Where they had "planted" mesenchymal stem cells - cells found 

in marrow that typically give rise to bone - the researchers found 

not just bone cells, but cells that make up the lining of blood ves

sels as well. Curious, they began modifying the growing conditions 

-and soon found they could coax the culture into producing carti 

lage, heart, muscle, brain, and liver cells as well. It was as though 

they had stumbled upon a packet of magic seeds that, depending on 

where they were planted, could grow into ca rrots, broccoli, corn, 

or cabbage. 

"We didn't think it would be possible," Verfaillie says. "Then, 

when it turned out what we didn't think would be possible seemed 

like it actually might have been happening - then we ran with it." 

The discovery catapulted Verfaillie- and the University of Min

nesota - to the forefront of one of the hottest arenas in medical 

research today: stem cell biology. Focused on cells that have the 

power to differentiate into a variety of specia l ized tissues, this field 

holds promise for developing treatments or cures for an incredible 

array of ills, including diabetes, heart failure, Parkinson's disease, 

and paralysis. 

a UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Trip Through Time To understand stem cells, let's take a trip 

back through time to when you were young- so young you were 

st ill a tiny ball of cells floating inside your mother. The cells that 

made up the core of that ball were stem cells. Each had the capaci 

ty to give rise to skin, kidney, lung, blood, or any of the more than 

200 types of cells found in your body today. 

As the stem cells divided, they began to produce specialized 

cells, like so many high school graduates going off to make their 

way in the world. Some made blood cells; others, brain cells; yet 

others, cells that went on to become nerves, heart, intestines, or 

bones. 

At the same time, the stem cells lost some of their versatility. 

Instead of being pluripotent- able to make any kind of cell -

they became multipotent- able to differentiate into a few, but 

not all, kinds of specialty cells. The older and more developed 

you got, the proportion of cells that could be just about any

thing became smaller. 

Today, most of your cells have lost the ability to give rise 

to any kind of cell but the kind they are. But not all. 

Bone Marrow Bonanza The first hint that adults 

still harbor some multipotent cells came in the 1960s, 

when scientists discovered that bone marrow contained 

something that made white blood cells, red blood cells, 

and platelets. That "something" turned out to be 

hematopoietic ("blood-forming") stem cells. ~ 

Catherine Verfaillie, M.D., a professor in the Department 

of Medicine and director of the Stem Gel/ Institute, is at 

the forefront of one of the hottest arenas in medical 

research today: stem cell biology. 
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extraordinary moment 
At the University of Minnesota, researchers battling blood disor- • • • 

ders quickly recognized the power and potential of this bone mar-

row bonanza. In 1968, just a year after the first human heart 

transplant operation ushered in a new era in medicine, University 

of Minnesota immunologist Robert Good made history by trans-

planting bone marrow into a patient whose own marrow was 

unable to produce the blood cells needed to fight infection. Just as 

Good had hoped, the marrow began to manufacture healthy cells 

for its new owner. 

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation advanced steadily over 

the years. In the early 1980s, a University of Minnesota team head-

ed by bone marrow transplant physician Philip McGiave, M.D., led 

the way in developing the use of marrow from unrelated donors. 

Also in the 1980s, blood was found to be an alternate source of 

hematopoietic stem cells that could decrease the trauma ol trans

plantation. As a result of these advances, Minnesota gained a 

reputation as a global leader in the use of hematopoietic stem cell 

transplantation to save individuals whose own cells are faulty or 

have been destroyed by cancer therapy. 

Quirk of Fate It's that reputation that brought Verfaillie to the 

University of Minnesota from Belgium in 1988. A physician special

izing in blood disorders, Verfaillie came here to learn how to per

form bone marrow transplants under McGiave. 

Verfaillie's original plan called for her to return to her native 

country after a year. But then the research bug bit. At the same time 

she was advancing her clinical skills, Verfaillie was encouraged by 

McGiave to become involved in a study aimed at improving under

standing of how healthy and faulty stem cells differ. Fascinated by 

what she was finding- and bolstered by several faculty research 

grants from the Minnesota Medical Foundation- Verfaillie decided 

to continue conducting hematopoietic stem cell research here 

rather than return to her medical practice in Europe. 

That decision turned out to be one of those rare and wonderful 

quirks of fate that put the right person in the right place at the 

right time. Interest in stem cell biology was on the rise. ~ 

Philip MeG/ave, M.D., a professor in the Department of Medicine, 

and his colleagues led the way in developing the use of bone 

marrow from unrelated donors for transplant. 

1n sc1ence, 1n 
health care, and 
in the develop
ment of this 
great University. 
They've all con1e together. We 

have the leaders in sten1 cell 

research and what they can 

accomplisb s stmply mtnd 

boggling. The ability to produce 

llun1an tissue without rejection, 

to save human ltves, to allev1ate 

suffering /Just couldn't be 

n1ore proud of what we're doing. 

But we need the resources to 

cont1nue those efforts." 

Uoiversttv Pr stdent Mark Yudof 
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liThe University of Minnesota is now poi 
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University of Minnesota 
Stem Cell Institute 

• Established in the summer of 2000, 

the SCI is the world's first interdis

ciplinary focal point for stem cell 

research 

• The immediate goal of the SCI is 

to further develop basic research 

efforts in all aspects of stem cell 

biology, while future goals include 

translating these basic insights 

into the creation of innovative 

therapies for genetic and degener

ative disorders 

• Research will focus on diseases 

that affect large numbers of indi

viduals, such as heart, brain, liver, 

and vascular diseases and diabetes 

• More than a dozen new faculty 

will be recruited in such areas as 

cardiovascular, neural, and pan

creas/liver stem cell biology 

• The structure of the SCI will 

include scientific, ethics, and com

munity advisory boards 

• Support to establish the SCI came 

from the University of Minnesota 

and from private gifts. 

II UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Scientists had begun exploring the power and potential of other kinds of stem cells 

besides hematopoietic stem cells. Already, some had obtained pluripotent cells from mouse 

embryos to grow and differentiate in the laboratory - a first step toward exploring their 

potentia l for producing spare parts to repair systems gone awry. In the late 1990s, such pre

mature cells were also identified in humans. 

But embryonic stem cell research was laden with heavy ethical issues, and interest 

began to grow in exploring whether adults, too, might have stem cells from which cures 

might one day be cultured. 

Verfaillie's findings with mesenchymal cells answered that question neatly. Where 

before, the notion that adults had stem cells that could differentiate into a variety of tissues 

had been but a dream, it was now a proven reality. 

Wondrous Things And what a reality that was. Verfaillie and others quickly recog

nized that if - and admittedly that is a big "if" - we can figure out what it takes to make a 

stem cell transform into a particular type of specialized cell, and then mimic those condi

tions in the laboratory, we might be able produce all kinds of wondrous things. 

We might make new insulin-producing pancreatic cells and transplant them into individ

uals w ith diabetes, where they can take over the job of regulating blood sugar. We might 

rebuild a knee with cartilage derived from stem cells, or restore nervous system connec

tions destroyed by disease or injury. Arthritis, heart disease, paralysis, Parkinson's disease, 

Alzheimer's disease, stroke, burns, and more might one day be treated with replacement 

tissue derived from stem cells. 

" It's very likely this is going to touch every aspect of human medicine," McGiave says. 

"This is speculation on my part, but I would say there is certainly promise that we're going 

to be able to repair damaged brains by putting stem cells into the brain, and those stem 

cells are going to go where they' re supposed to go and perform a repair function. We're 

going to be able to repair damage to the heart by putting a form of stem cell right into place 

where the damage occurred, and those cells will be able to regenerate normal heart tissue. 

The list goes on and on. Potentially, stem cell therapy may correct cirrhosis, diabetes, 

stroke, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease, and many other disabling inherited or 

acquired disorders." 

Stem cells could also be valuable for research aimed at understanding human develop

ment and for use in developing and testing drugs designed to stimulate stem cell function 

as needed in adults. 

"The University of Minnesota is now poised to explore a new frontier of medicine," says 

McGiave. "Stem cell therapy promises to be as exciting today as bone marrow transplant 
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~d to explore a new frontier of medicine. 
and organ transplant have been over 

the last few decades." 

Focal Point Eager to build on its 

successes and to retain Verfaillie, 

who was being courted by other 

institutions, the University of Min

nesota - with the support of private 

donors and several Medical School 

departments - last summer estab

lished the world's first interdiscipli

nary focal point for stem cell 

research. Known as the University 

of Minnesota Stem Cell Institute, 

the new entity aims to bring 

together top stem cell researchers 

and link them with faculty in 

existing strong medical research 

programs to further advance 

knowledge and clinical use of 

stem cells. 

According to Verfaillie, who 

heads the institute, focus will be 

on areas within the broad field 

of stem cell research that stand 

to benefit the most people. 

"We thought we should 

0NNOVATORS lOO I 

(CATHERINE VERFAILLIE J 
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focus on diseases that are common in the population," 
a few 

Verfaillie says, "like heart, vascular, brain, and liver diseases, and 

diabetes, that would cover perhaps 85 percent of the reasons peo

ple die." 

McGiave, who worked with University President Mark Yudof, 

Senior Vice President for Health Sciences Frank Cerra, Medical 

School Dean Alfred Michael, Department of Medicine head 

Jonathan Ravdin, and a number of other Medical School department 

heads to set up the institute and convince Verfaillie to stay in ~ 

The January 2001 issue of U.S. News and World Report 

featured Verfaillie and her groundbreaking research at 

the University of Minnesota, part of its special issue 

"Innovators 2001: The Best Minds at Work. " 
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lilt's very likely that this is going 
Minnesota, says the University is the ideal venue for a concentrat

ed stem cell research program. 

For one thing, the program's areas of focus dovetail well with 

existing strengths in a variety of related fields. The University's 

internationally acclaimed pancreas and islet transplant program, 

bioartificialliver development program, new neuroscience depart

ment, and world-renowned cardiovascular research program are 

among the many entities poised to both contribute to and benefit 

from the Stem Cell Institute's efforts. 

Equally valuable to leading the way in this fast-growing field is 

the University's reputation for interdisciplinary work. 

. "There is a very strong tradition of collaboration across groups 

that ordinarily wouldn't be expected to collaborate, and a very 

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 
Since it was formed last summer, excitement has been 

growing over the endless possibilities for the Stem Cell 
Institute. Last October, Nobuaki Kikyo, a scientist study
ing the genetic mechanisms that determine whether, 
when, and how a stem cell begins to transform into 

other types of cells, joined the team. Verfaillie hopes 
to recruit a dozen more top scientists in the near future. 

An ethics advisory board is also being set up to help 

guide the institute in controversial topics such 
as embryo research, cloning, and genetic 
profiling. 

With many scientists from many dis
ciplines working together, Verfaillie 
expects research to proceed along a 
number of interwoven pathways. 
Some institute researchers will 

~~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

strong tradition of doing innovative things that 

are very 'far out' here," McGiave says. 

The University's track record as a global 

leader in the therapeutic use of hematopoietic 

stem cells and in transplant biology also pro

vides a ready-made platform for applying the 

results of stem cell research as they emerge. 

"We have one of the strongest bone marrow 

transplant programs in the world," McGiave says. 

"With Catherine here, she is in the position to 

develop a world-class stem cell institute. Because 

of our experience in the bone marrow transplant 

arena of taking basic lab ideas into the clinic, ~ 

explore the conditions needed to stimulate 

production of various specialized cells. Others 

will seek to learn more about the various types 
of cells that are being produced in culture dish
es by stem cells, or to advance the ability of 

stem cells to survive outside the body. Vet others 

will search for stem cells in various organs or 
work to develop animal models for testing stem 
cell products. 

Although the initial emphasis is on adult stem 

cells, embryonic stem cell research will 

also be part of the picture, as will 

studies to compare the function and 
value of the two types of stem cells. 

"I think they will have to be par

allel tracks, [so we can] contrast 
and compare to really figure out 
what does what," Verfaillie says. 
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liThe long-term dream at this point in time is that w 
we anticipate that we'll be in a very good position to turn over these 

ideas to the appropriate clinical investigators." 

"This is an extraordinary moment in science, in health care, and in 

the development of this great University. They've all come together," 

says University President Mark Yudof. "We have the leaders in stem 

cell research, and what they can accomplish is simply mind boggling. 

The ability to produce human tissue without rejection, to save human 

lives, to alleviate suffering- I just couldn't be more proud of what 

we're doing. But we need the resources to continue those efforts." 

Applications It's a long way from being able to grow a cell in a 

culture dish to producing a patch of heart tissue that can be stitched 

into place and taught to beat with the rest of the heart, or a pancre

atic islet cell that can be used to cure diabetes in a living, breathing 

human being. Still, Verfaillie sees at least simple applications crop

ping up in the very near future- perhaps as soon as a couple of 

years from now. 

The first application will be using stem cells to replace missing 

functions- for example, to produce the clotting factor lacking in 

persons with hemophilia. Next, Verfaillie predicts, will be the pro

duction of replacement cells, such as pancreatic islet cells that the 

University's islet cell transplant team can use to cure diabetes. Stem 

cell-based treatment for Parkinson's could arrive on the scene as 

soon as three to five years from now. later on - perhaps over a five

to seven-year horizon- will come the construction of pieces of tis

sue, such as a replacement artery bioengineered from tissue made 

by stem cells. Ultimately, Verfaillie's goal is to understand stem 

cells well enough to be able to develop drugs that can be used to 

prompt the body to initiate a repair job on its own. 

"The long-term dream at this point in time is that we can really 

reprogram these cells in a person's body," Verfaillie says. 

Will we ever be able to grow entire organs? Although some pun

dits predict yes, Verfaillie tends to be more skeptical. 

"I don't think we'll ever be that good," she says. 

But, then, she's been surprised before. 

by Ma.ry Hoff 
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:an really reprogram these cells in a person's body., 

PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT BUILDS THE STEM CELL INSTITUTE 

R esearch breakthroughs that will change all our 
lives depend on highly skilled, dedicated 
investigators like Catherine Verfaillie, M.D .• 

and her colleagues who spend every day searching 
for the answers to elusive medical questions. 

These researchers in turn depend on philanthropic 
support, which is critical to carrying out their studies. 
This support allows the University 
of Minnesota Medical School to 
attract and retain top faculty mem
bers, and to remain at the forefront 
in important areas of research 
such as stem cell biology. 

giving the school the opportunity to launch new 
research initiatives. invest in new technologies, and sup
port the work of faculty members such as Verfaillie. She 
also holds the Andersen Chair in Stem Cell Biology, creat
ed through a generous gift from the Andersen Foundation. 

John Wagner is holder of the Albert D. and Eva J. 
Corniea Chair, which honors the memory of Medical 

School alumnus Albert Corniea and 
his wife, Eva. The Cornieas left a 

Verfaillie, who was heavily 
recruited by other institutions, is 
at the University of Minnesota 
today because of private support 
-unrestricted gifts that allow 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

bequest of $1.3 million that was used 
to establish this chair. "The support 
provided by the chair will help 
advance our research, which I hope 
will have an important impact on 
current and future generations," 
says Wagner. 

Stem cell researchers at the 
University have also benefited from 
Minnesota Medical Foundation 
faculty grants which fund start-up 

Medical School leaders to 
respond quickly when needs and 
opportunities arise. 

Endowed positions- chairs. professorships. and 
fellowships- are one of the most effective ways to 
attract and keep world-class researchers. Endowed 
chairs have given Verfaillie and John Wagner (see 
p. 14) the freedom to pursue advanced research and 
conduct innovative investigations. 

Verfaillie is holder of the Edmund Wallace Tulloch 
and Anna Marie Tulloch Endowed Chair in Stem Cell 
Biology, Genetics, and Genomics. University alumnus 
Edmund Tulloch donated $5 million to the Medical 
School for unrestricted support of medical research, 

research projects and laboratory equipment. Verfaillie, 
McGiave. Wagner. and other investigators have 
received these grants, helping them explore new 
avenues of investigation and move their research pro
jects ahead. Gifts from generous donors support the 
Foundation's faculty research grants program. 

In order for the Stem Cell Institute to meet its goals. 
13 new researchers are needed to complement the 
faculty already in place. Private support will help bring 
these talented scientists to the University of Minnesota, 
to become partners in perhaps the most important 
medical breakthroughs of our time. 
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John Wagner, M.D., a professor in the Department of Pediatrics, 

pioneered the use of in vitro fertilization and pre-implantation 

genetic diagnosis to provide a matched sibling donor, Adam 

Nash, for his sister, Molly. Photo by Mark Engebretson. 
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For the first time ever, pre-implantation genetic diagnosis is used for 
the express purpose of ensuring a perfect stem cell donor for the 
treatment of a sibling with Fanconi anemia. 

When six-year-old Molly Nash of Colorado came to Minnesota last 

September, her visit made news around the world. It wasn't person

al. Rather, attention focused on Molly's health, as well as on what 

her parents and physician, pediatrics professor John Wagner, M.D., 

did in the hope of curing her. Molly suffers from Fanconi anemia, a 

rare and often fatal inherited disorder that destroys bone marrow. 

The only proven therapy for Fanconi anemia is a bone marrow trans

plant, but the success rate for transplants from an unrelated donor is 

just 40 to 50 percent. If the donated marrow comes from a matched -

and healthy- sibling , though, the success rate soars to 85 percent. 

But Molly Nash had no siblings. And if her parents, Jack and lisa 

Nash, had another child, there was a one in four chance he or she 

would, like Molly, have Fanconi anemia. 

To avoid that fate, doctors fertilized a number of lisa Nash's eggs 

in the lab and tested them for Fanconi anemia. Then Wagner went 

a step further: he suggested the use of pre-implantation genetic 

diagnosis to determine which of the healthy embryos would be a 

perfect tissue match with Molly. Once born, the future baby would 

serve as the perfect umbilical cord blood transplant donor. 

Such an embryo that was both a perfect match and free of dis

ease was identified and implanted in lisa Nash. Adam Nash was 

born in Denver on August 29, 2000. The stem cells were collect

ed and then shipped to Minneapolis for testing and storage. Five 

weeks later, the blood from Adam's umbilical cord and placenta 

was transplanted into his sister Molly. 

From the beginning of these investigations in 1995, Wagner 

realized he and the Nashes were entering uncharted territory. 

It was the first time doctors had used pre-implantation genetic 

diagnosis not just to make sure a child was healthy but to assure 

an ideal transplant donor. 

Wagner consulted beforehand with Jeffrey Kahn, Ph.D., M.P.H., 

director of the University's Center for Bioethics, to prepare for the 

avalanche of questions that were sure to follow. 

" Even if people don't agree with what we did -and some will 

disagree - we wanted them to know we were trying to do this in a 

responsible way," Wagner says. "We weren't selecting on the 

basis of blond hair, blue eyes, or intelligence. We were simply 

choosing on the basis of whether there was a good tissue match 

[for a transplant]." 

It's no accident that Wagner was the one to pioneer this treatment. 

He began researching bone marrow transplantation at Johns Hopkins 

University in the mid 1980s, when few patients survived a transplant, 

and developed a process for removing the components of marrow 

that cause graft-versus-host disease, the most common cause of 

transplant failure. He also led the team that performed the world's 

first bone marrow transplant for leukemia using umbilical cord blood. 

Shortly thereafter, in 1991, Wagner came to the University of Min

nesota where he moved these studies forward. Cord blood proved to 

be an excellent source of the blood stem cells that repopulate a 

recipient's bone marrow. Wagner's research expanded. 

He began working on Fanconi anemia a few years later. "In 1995, 

Fanconi anemia was a disease that did terribly with bone marrow 

transplant," Wagner says. "Eighty percent of patients died within 

the first year of transplant- a poor success rate. It was the ~ 
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IIFor families that require such therapy, thi~ 
same challenge that had drawn me to bone marrow transplantation 

in the first place: There was so much room for improvement that I 

figured I could only do better. Plus, nobody else was particularly 

interested." 

Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis could also be used to treat a 

variety of diseases, including aplastic anemia, sickle cell anemia, 

severe combined immune deficiency, and numerous metabolic dis

eases, like Hurler syndrome. 

Since arriving at the University, Wagner has worked with Catherine 

Verfaillie on a study of stem cells in umbilical cord blood. More 

recently, Wagner and Verfaillie and other members of the Stem Cell 

Institute have been attempting to expand the number of stem cells in 

umbilical cord blood before a transplant. By increasing the number of 

stem cells, they hope to overcome the major limitation of umbilical 

cord transplants - low cell numbers - and make them more effective. 

Meanwhile, Molly Nash is doing well - better than expected. 

"It really validates the five years of work we did in preparation," 

Wagner says. "It has made that work all worthwhile." 

In the aftermath of the media blitz last fall, Wagner received 

hundreds of e-mails and telephone calls, many of them from parents 

hoping to treat a child. "The public response," he says, "has been 

overwhelmingly positive." 

For Wagner, that too was rewarding, especially in light of the 

debate that has swirled around embryo research. "Unfortunately 

embryo research has become a political issue," he says. "But for 

families that require such therapy, and desire to have a healthy child, 

this is a miracle- something they've waited for. We want people to 

know that embryo research doesn't necessarily mean clon ing; it 

doesn't mean we're genetically modifying cells. Embryo research can 

simply be a way to have a healthy child that helps a sibling with a 

life-threatening disease at the same time," Wagner explains. 

"The concern is that this technology could be abused. But for that 

matter all technologies could be abused. I think we're now obligat

ed to say, 'How can we ensure that it's used responsibly?' And that's 

what we're doing." 

by Frank Clmzcy 
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MEDICAL Mil 
By Jeffrey Kahn, Ph.D., M.P.H. 

Director of the University of Minnesota Center for Bioethics 

The human drama of the Molly Nash 
case (see accompanying article) has 
been nearly overshadowed by the steps 
that were taken to create her brother 
Adam and make the stem cell transplant 
possible. Is this story an example of the 
genetic revolution going too far? Is it a 
case of creating one child to save the 
life of another? Or is it an example of 
using modern medicine to benefit every
one involved? 

To make sure that the new baby would be a matched donor, doc

tors used in vitro fertilization to create embryos for the Nashes, 

and then did two kinds of genetic testing on them. First, the 

embryos were tested for Fanconi anemia, and only the unaffect

ed embryos were tested a second time. The second test was 

used to select only those embryos that were genetically compat

ible with Molly, since the plan was to use the baby's cord blood 

for a stem cell transplant for her. The matched embryo was 

implanted, and nine months later Adam was born. The process 

was complete when the cells from Adam's umbilical cord were 

used in a stem cell transplant for Molly. 
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;s a miracle - something they've waited for., 

\CLE OR GOING TOO 
The technology of pre-implantation 

genetic diagnosis (PGD) is about seven 

years old, and has been mostly used to help 

couples avoid passing on genetic diseases 

or illnesses- such as cystic fibrosis or lay 

Sachs disease- to their future children. 

But this case applied PGD for a different 

purpose, and that raises new ethical issues. 

By selecting an embryo based on 

whether it was a genetic match for Molly, 

genetic testing crossed an important line. 

For many people, there is a moral differ

ence between choosing characteristics 

that are meant to protect the health of the 

child that will be born, and choosing char

acteristics that are based on the interests 

or desires of somebody else - whether it 

be the future child's sibling, his or her par

ents, or for some other purpose. In Adam's 

case, his compatibility with Molly had no 

impact, good or bad, on his health. But 

what about couples that may want to 

choose other, more controversial, charac

teristics for their children such as eye 

color, musical ability, height, or any num

ber of others? 

The only way to prevent couples from 

using PGD in unacceptable ways is to 

either create rules about what traits they 

can choose, or to review every couple 's 

request for the use of PGD. But couples 

can have good reasons, bad reasons, or 

no reasons at all for having children, 

ranging from attempts to save a failing 

marriage, to creating more hands for 

working on the farm, or merely having 

them by accident. We neither ask nor 

judge people's motives for having 

children, a longstanding and under

standable policy in most liberal 

societies. So it will take significant 

justification, such as risk of serious 

harm to future children, to change 

the presumption from reproductive 

liberty. 

Whi le we decide whether and 

what limits there ought to be on the 

use of PGD and other technologies 

relying on stem cell research, 

many more couples will want to 

follow in the footsteps of the 

Nashes. But whether or not their 

motives are pure, PGD and other 

technologies like it will be 

expensive, both monetarily and 

morally. The question is whether 

society is willing to pay its 

costs. 

The Center for Bioethics at the University is known throughout the 

United States for its leadership role in research, education, and 

public policy. Director Jeffrey Kahn. Ph.D., M.P.H., addresses 

numerous issues through his column, "Ethics Matters," on CNN 

Interactive (see www.cnn.com/health). 
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Stem cell technology promises to have a 
tremendous impact on how numerous 
diseases, including diabetes, are treated. 

According to the American Diabetes Association, nearly 16 million Americans suffer from 

diabetes, many of them unknowingly. Some 800,000 Americans, the ADA estimates, will be 

diagnosed as having diabetes this year- sentenced, like those many others, to a lifetime of 

using imperfect tools to manage a dangerous and potentially deadly disease. Despite med

ical advances, the notion of a cure has remained an unattainable ideal. 

But perhaps not for long. 

Now, thanks to two converging technologies, the long-sought goal of a cure seems 

tantalizingly close, says Bernhard Hering, M.D., an assistant professor of surgery and 

medicine and the associate director of the University's Diabetes Institute for Immunology 

and Transplantation. He's certainly in a position to know: having devoted much of the 

past 15 years to diabetes research. he stands at the very hub of that convergence. 

Hering, a native of Germany, first came to the University as a visiting medical stu

dent in 1981. While here. he saw patients who had undergone pancreas transplants for 

diabetes. "I was impressed with the impact a successful transplant has on someone 

with diabetes," he recalls. "It can transform a person's life." 

But it was a newer approach to transplantation that truly captured Hering's imagi

nation. In 1974, University researchers had performed the world's first transplant of 

pancreas islet cells- the cells that actually produce insulin within the pancreas. 

Because it was a less invasive and risky procedure than a pancreas transplant, ~ 

Bernhard Hering, M.D., director of the Islet Research and 

Transplantation Program. is working toward the day when 

stem cell technology will be used to treat diabetes. 

s 
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this approach held the potential for widespread use. 

The results, however, were often disappointing, in large part 

because immunosuppressant drugs, which prevent the rejection of 

foreign islet cells by the recipient. destroy those cells and interfere 

with insulin production. Hering and other researchers have spent 

years developing protocols that might prevent rejection. 

Hering came to the Diabetes Institute to head the Islet Research 

and Transplantation Program in 1996, after establishing a transplant 

program at Giessen University in Germany. Now he's simultaneous

ly set his sights on a second major hurdle: where to get enough 

islet cells to meet demand when the procedure becomes widely 

available. "As we at this and other institutions continue to improve 

the safety of the islet cell transplant protocol, it's clear that every 

single person with diabetes would like to receive this transplant." 

Hering says. 

Working with Catherine Verfaillie and her colleagues in the 

Stem Cell Institute, Hering is pursuing two avenues of investiga

tion. First, they hope to identify stem cells in the adult pancreas 

that can be directed to divide and develop into insulin-producing 

islet cells. Verfaillie has already identified and isolated such prog

enitor cells in adult bone marrow; the second approach is to try to 

direct these stem cells from bone marrow to divide and develop 

into insulin-producing cells. 

Hering is optimistic. "It works at the mouse level already," he 

says. "You can reverse diabetes with stem cells. So this proof of 

principle has been demonstrated. Now it takes time and effort to 

translate this to the preclinical and clinical level. There's absolute

ly no question that it will work; the questions are how fast it can be 

done and whether it can be done safely. 

"Stem cell technology will have a tremendous impact on how 

we treat a variety of diseases," he adds. "We will have completely 

new opportunities to help people. And islet cell transplantation 

may be at the forefront." 

Hering has reason to be hopeful. Researchers here and at nine 

other institutions are just beginning the first multi-center trial of 

islet cell transplantation using a standard set of treatment proto

cols, and dozens more institutions are preparing to offer trans

plants. The hope, Hering says, is that islet cell transplantation 

might someday be simple and effective enough to perform on 

diabetic children. 

by Frank Clc1ncy 

IIThere's absolutely no 
question that it will work ... 

We will have completely new 
opportunities to help people.,, 

m UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
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The University of Minnesota is adapting methods used in blood 
banking to prepare for the stem cell revolution. 

How does a new biological product, like stem cell 

therapy, become more than just a great discovery? 

It takes many complex steps to bring such a product 

from research to patients. 

Stem cells, for example, must be collected and 

processed before being given to patients for testing 

or treatment. Jeffrey McCullough, M.D., director of the 

University of Minnesota Center for Molecular and 

Cellular Therapy, is leading the way, drawing on his 

25 years of experience in blood banking to create new 

protocols for processing stem cells. 

"As in blood banking, we must have criteria for 

selecting suitable donors and a system to test the donated 

material. We need to handle all of these steps according 

to FDA regulations. And, we have to have a good tracking 

and reporting system," says McCullough. Fortunately, this 

kind of system has been in effect for 50 years for blood 

transfusion and translates well to stem cell work. 

The University has already set the stage for interacting 

with new stem cells by adapting methods used in blood ~ 
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Vlolecular and Cellular Therapeutics facility. II 
banking for bone marrow transplantation, says McCullough. "For 

more than 20 years the laboratory that manipulates and processes 

stem cells for bone marrow transplantation has been part of the 

blood bank. The same concepts used in blood banking - donor 

selection, quality control testing, and handling according to FDA 

regulations- have been applied to bone marrow transplantation. 

The difference between blood and bone marrow, and with more 

primitive stem cells, is that we're not limited to the end-stage cell 

which circulates in the blood. We're getting cells at an earlier 

stage of development and this makes it possible to manipulate the 

cells to produce more unique therapeutic products." 

After bone marrow stem cells have been collected they can 

be manipulated in the laboratory, which falls under the defini

tion of cellular engineering. The cells can be made to mature 

faster or to divide to create more cells. Or, certain cells can be 

removed to make the cell mixture less toxic and more useful 

to the patient. More primitive stem cells, those collected from 

umbilical cord blood or those obtained from marrow using a 

technique developed by Catherine Verfaillie, for example, 

can be made to develop into other kinds of cells such as 

nerve tissue or cartilage. 

"The same approaches we use with blood and bone 

marrow also apply to more primitive stem cells," explains 

McCullough. "Again, we need to be concerned about the 

donor of the cells. Then, how do we collect the cells? 

How do we manipulate them in the laboratory to get 

them to become what we need them to be?" 

The Center for Molecular and Cellular Therapy was 

established specifically to help solve these problems 

on a larger scale. "The idea is to speed the early initial 

application of novel biological products and thera

pies," says McCullough. "We work not only with peo

ple involving blood stem cells but any faculty who 

have a new biological product that could be given to 

patients. We help the researchers overcome any 

obstacles they may encounter as they set up their 

Jeffrey McCullough, M.D., director of the University's 

Center for Molecular and Cellular Therapy, oversees 

the collection and processing of stem cells to be 

used for research. 

process. And, we apply the kind of safeguards, structure, and think

ing that have been used for blood transfusions." 

Guidelines and processes established through the Center for 

Molecular and Cellular Therapy have been groundbreaking, helping 

set standards nationwide for how such work is done. The structure 

and precautions, and the fact that the work is done in a facility 

specifically designed for biological manufacturing, ensure the high 

quality of the stem cell program. 

The Minnesota Molecular and Cellular Therapeutics (MCT) facil

ity on the St. Paul campus is designed to meet the FDA's require

ments for producing biological material for humans. " Everything 

that is going to go into people here is prepared through that facility. 

In many ways, it is the implementation arm of the Stem Cell Insti

tute discoveries," says McCullough. 

"We are unique in having the MCT facility. Most universities 

don't have a specifically designed biological manufacturing 

facility. We've been able to capitalize on that to put the cellular 

engineering processes into a much higher quality, more carefully 

controlled environment so we can better protect our patient," 

he says. "You have to have rigidly produced material so that what

ever the outcome with the patients, the researchers and clinicians 

can be confident that the outcome is related to the cells that 

were given, and not that there were unknown variations in the 

process that altered the cells. This is crucial to the success of 

the research." 

McCullough's most immediate goal, in collaboration with Allison 

Hubel, M.D., assistant professor in the Department of Laboratory 

Medicine and Pathology, is to complete development of the method 

for large scale production of specific stem cells identified by 

researcher Verfaillie. 

"The broader goal," says McCullough, "is to continue to operate 

a cellular engineering program that will be responsive and helpful 

to a wide variety of investigators at the University as they develop 

new kinds of biological cellular products." 

by Jodi Ohlsen Read 
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MINNESOTA MEDICAL FOUND ATION GRANT RECIPIENT: 

LESTER R. DREWES, PH.D. 

on 
During fiscal year 2000, the Minnesota Medical Foundation grants program awarded a record $1.1 million 

for 8 5 start-up research projects and equipment purchases. Research funded with Foundation "seed money" 

is often used to leverage additional support from the National Institutes of Health and other sources. 

I magine a world where you take a 
pill or simple medication to prevent 
a stroke, a heart attack, or the effects 

of cancer. Imagine that these miracle 
drugs work at the cellular and molecu
lar level in your body, actually changing 
the genetic messages in your cells to 
improve their ability to resist the condi
tions leading to these major diseases. 

Our world is quickly becoming the 
place where these miracle drugs, 
known as gene therapies, will be the 
standard treatment for disease. 
Researchers at the University of Min
nesota, Duluth, School of Medicine are 
at the forefront in the quest to make 
these drugs an everyday reality. A 
research equipment grant from the 
Minnesota Medical Foundation has 
been crucial in helping them continue 
their cutting-edge research. 

The LightCycler is a new technology 
which allows UMD researchers the 
ability to study genomic DNA more 
quickly and accurately than with previ
ous methods. It is a multi-user instru
ment located in a central area of the 
research laboratories of the School of 
Medicine Building and is used by 
researchers in a variety of disciplines. 

This exciting new equipment is a 
combination DNA "copier machine" 
and analyzer which uses polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) to "unzip" the 
double-strands of the DNA samples, 
and then quickly make billions of 
duplicates. The samples are then ana
lyzed while still in the machine elimi
nating the risk of sample contamination, 

~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

a major problem with standard PCR 
methods. The LightCycler is also faster 
and more accurate. What used to be an 
ali-day experiment now takes about 
three hours and provides quantitative 
as well as qualitative data. 

Lester R. Drewes, Ph.D., professor 
and head of the UMD Department of 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 
applied for the grant along with six 
other faculty members. The new 
instrument has already produced very 
good preliminary results, which is sig
nificant not only for the project, but 
for future funding. 

Drewes explains, "These seed grants, 
or 'priming the pump' grants, are 
essential in showing that our project 
has been successful in receiving previ
ous awards. They generate the prelimi
nary data indicating the project is 
going in the right direction, and 
deserving of further funding, particu
larly from federal sources." 

D rewes uses the LightCycler in 
his research of the monocar
boxylate transporter gene 

(MCT) in the brains of animals that 
have had a stroke. His hypothesis is 
that brains which have a higher expres
sion of this gene will be less damaged 
by hypoxia, the oxygen deprivation 
which occurs during a stroke. The goal 
is to be able to induce the expression of 
MCT before a person has a stroke, or at 
the time of a stroke, allowing the per
son either to recover more quickly or 
suffer less permanent damage. 

0 ther researchers using the 
innovative LightCycler 
include Kent Froberg, M.D., 

assistant professor of pathology and lab
oratory medicine, who studies the role 
of the cytomegalovirus in producing 
coronary atherosclerosis, or hardening 
of the arteries. His hypothesis is that 
this virus can cause or make worse the 
hardening in blood vessels, increasing a 
person's risk of heart attack. His goal is 
to find ways to treat this virus and clear 
it up before it has time to damage the 
vessels by clogging them. 

Ken Wallace, Ph.D., professor of bio
chemistry and molecular biology, stud
ies mitochondria, the energy-producing 
factories within the cell. These "power
plants" of the cell have their own DNA 
separate from the organism's DNA. By 
looking at the DNA of the mitochon
dria, researchers can tell if the mito
chondria are getting old and sick, which 
becomes important for determining 
how they are affected by exposure to 
chemical agents. 

For example, adriamycin is a cancer 
treatment drug that, unfortunately, in 
addition to killing tumors, damages the 
mitochondria, thereby weakening the 
patient's heart. Associated with this is a 
change in the expression of the mito
chondrial genes that are essential to 
providing sufficient energy to sustain 
the heart cells. The goal of Wallace's 
research is to find a way to preserve the 
expression of mitochondrial genes, and 
thus mitochondrial function, so as to 
limit the degree of heart failure associ-



ated with this important anti-cancer 
drug therapy. 

Merry Jo Oursler, Ph.D-, assistant 
professor in the Department of Biology, 
is one of the UMD researchers not list
ed on the original grant application 
who benefits from having the lightCy
cler available for her research. Her pro
ject studies the two-part process of 
bone growth, which involves malting 
cells and dissolving bones. This process 
is fundamental to Oursler's studies of 
bone loss due to metastatic cancer. The 
LightCycler helps her analyze themes
sages of the genes to find out what 
makes those cells activated and cause 
bone loss leading to the debilitating 
pain in the patient. If the key signals 
are identified, perhaps, one could 
design a drug to slow down the bone
dissolving signal. 

C reating "designer drugs" is 
the ultimate goal of all the 
researchers using the Light

Cycler. The face of medicine and phar
macology is changing as treatments 
move toward the genetic basis of disease. 
The researchers at UMD are able to be a 
part of this historic time in medicine, 
tl1anks to the grant they received from 
the Milmesota Medical Foundation. 

"I certainly feel the assistance we've 
had from the Minnesota Medical Foun
dation over the years is exceptional," 
says Drewes. "The steady and reliable 
support of the Foundation helps us 
remain competitive in the national 
scene for federal dollars. We benefit 
from the support, and future genera
tions benefit from the research. Every
one wins." 

by Andrea! Peterson 

Lester R. Drewes, Ph.D., a researcher at the 
University of Minnesota, Duluth, School of 
Medicine, is the recipient of an equipment 
grant .from the Minnesota Medical Found;ttion. 
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Medical Alumni Society 

PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 

0 
ur alumni body is a vital and 
integral part of our Medical 
School. That is something of 

which we can all be very proud, 
whether we are preceptors, mentors, 
clinical exam evaluators, or hosts to 
fourth-year students interviewing for 
residencies. Alumni are making a difference in 
the lives of today's medical students. 

The number of volunteer opportunities at our Medical School con
tinues to grow. Our mentoring program, once serving 7 5 students at 
any given time, now provides almost 250 medical students with men
tors and is poised to serve a total of 400 students by the end of 2001. 
By the time you read this, the first Medical School applicants to have 
taken advantage of our Alumni Host program will have received warm 
University of Minnesota welcomes as guests in the homes of alumni 
hosts. 

Such loyalty and activism from our alumni population (as well as 
the generous participation of many of our non-alumni colleagues in 
the community) is greatly appreciated by all of us connected with the 
Medical School. Your longstanding support has contributed to our 
Medical School's status as a Minnesota treasure. 

Now, as we mount an important campaign to secure the funding of 
this year's legislative request, we ask you, our most steadfast champi
ons, to demonstrate your support of this critical initiative. As we 
endeavor to preserve our Medical School's tradition as a worldwide 
leader in the field of medicine, and the educator of countless physi
cians across the state and beyond, I am hopeful that we will come 
forward in unprecedented numbers. Our voices raised individually 
to our legislators can, collectively, deliver an irrefutable message to 
the Legislature. 

Given the commitment you have displayed as volunteers, I have 
no doubt that you will take the time to make sure your voice is 
heard in St. Paul. Thank you for your time and for your enthusiastic 
involvement. 

Warm Regards, 

Gene Ollila, M.D. '70 
President, Medical Alumni Society 

~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

REUNID~ 
UPCI 

T 
he 2001 Medical School Reunion 
Weekend is just months away, with 
numerous activities in store for this 

year's celebration. The festivities will take 
place May 31 to June 2, with the classes of 
1941, 1946,1951,1961,1966, 1971, 
1976, and 1991 gathering on the Universi
ty campus for this special occasion. 

Reunion Weekend will include a trib
ute to the Class of 19 51 at the Half Cen
tury Luncheon, a stimulating Continuing 
Medical Education program featuring 
prominent members of the Medical 
School faculty, a special Deans' Dinner at 
the McNamara Alumni Center, and the 
weekend's highlight- private class din-

MEDICAL ALUMNI 
SOCIETY BOARD 

The Medical Alumni Society board represents 
alumni of the Medical Schools in the Twin 

Cities and Duluth and seeks to build and pro
mote the reciprocal, mutually beneficial rel<L

tionship that exists between the Medical 
Schools and their graduates. 

Eugene W. Ollila, M.D., '70, Presiden t · 
Wayne D. Liebhard , M.D., '83, UMAA National 

Board Rep res en ta ti ve 
Edward M. Beadle, M.D., '78 
Stuart H. Bloom, M.D. , '9 5 

James R. Breitenbucher, M.D., '71 
Raymond G. Christensen, M. D.' 

Kent B. Crossley, M.D., '68 
Daniel P. Dewey (2nd-year medical student, UMD) 

PatrickJ. Flynn , M.D., '75 
Suvranu Ganguli (3 rd-year medical student) 

Paula M. Kelly, M.D. , '75 ' 
Fred A. Lyon, M.D., '57' 

Rodney D. McFadden, M.D., '93 
Alfred F. Michael, M.D. • 

Frederick D. Nemer, M.D., ' 70 
Arthur L. Ney, M.D., '77 

Joel V. Oberstar (4 th-year medical student) 
Gregory A. Plotnikoff, M.D., '89 

Tanya L. Repka, M.D., '84 
Daniel R. Sherry, M.D. , '73 

Martin}. Stillman , M.D. , '9 7 
James ). Suel (4th-year medical student) 

Gregory M. Vcrcellotti, M.D. 
Robert E. Wallman, M.D., '61 • 

Robert J. Zaj ac, M.D., '00 

'Member of Minnesota. Medica l Fowrd.1tion 
bo.1rd of trustees 
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ners at the Marriott Hotel in downtown 
Minneapolis. Several other events will 
fill out the busy reunion schedule, 
including a visit to the Science Museum 
of Minnesota and interesting local tours. 

Members of the celebrating classes 
will receive more information on 
Reunion Weekend in the coming weeks, 
and invitations will be sent in mid
April. If you have questions in the mean
time, please direct them to Julie Crews 
Barger (612-624-9161) or Sue Clark 
(612-626-0619). E-mail inquiries can 
be sent to MAS@mmfumn.edu. If you 
are calling from outside the Twin Cities, 
please call1-800-922-1663. 

Your help 
is needed! 
The current legislative session is 

considered crucial for the future 

of the University of Minnesota 

Medical School. 

The Medical School is asking for $16 million to 
stabilize the school's core funding - $8 million 
each year of the biennium will eliminate the 
shortfall in the school's operating budget 
caused by real declines in patient care reim
bursements from government and private health 
care payers. 

Without these funds, the Medical School will 
be forced to cut core programs and enrollments. 
This will mean fewer doctors for Minnesota at a 
time when we need more doctors to care for our 
aging population. 

The school is asking the state for $10.4 mil
lion to reestablish leadership in medical educa
tion, research, and patient care- $3.1 million 
the first year and $7.3 the second year will fund 
hiring of physician-scientists who can rebuild 
the national status of the Medical School and 
discover and deliver new treatments and cures. 

You can help by contacting your legislator 
and urging his or her support at this critical time 
in the history of our Medical School. 

Call for Diehl and Alumni Recognition Award Nominees 
The Medical Alumni Society board invites nominations for the 2001 Harold S. Diehl and 
Alumni Recognition Awards. Both awards will be bestowed upon their recipients at the 
Reunion Weekend Deans' Dinner on Friday, June 1, 2001, at the McNamara Alumni Center. 

Given in honor of the University of Minnesota Medical School's fifth dean, Harold Sheely 
Diehl, M.D., the Harold S. Diehl Award is presented to an individual who has made out
standing professional contributions throughout his or her career. The Diehl Award has 
been presented to the 81 people listed on this page since its establishment in 1962. 

Qua lifications for nomination and criteria used in the selection process are: 
1) preferably a graduate of the University of Minnesota Medical Schools; 2) not currently 
engaged in an academic capacity; 3) outstanding contributions to the Medical Schools, 
the University, alumni, and the community; and 4) relatively long experience in the field of 
medical service or a related field . 

In contrast to the Diehl Award's recognition of lifetime achievement, the Alumni 
Recognition Award is presented to a graduate of the Medical Schools for outstanding 
accomplishments over the past five years. Selection fo r the award is based on exem
plary achievements in the community or field of medic ine, or for outstanding service to 
the University of Minnesota Medical Schools. Th is year's winner will be the fifth recipi
ent of this award. 

Letters of nomination and supporting materials for both awards should be received by 
March 25, 2001 , and should be sent to: Medical Alumni Society Awards Committee, 
McNamara Alumni Center, University of Minnesota Gateway, 2110 Oak Street SE, Suite 
300, Minneapolis, MN 55455-2030. 

HAROLD S. DIEHL AWARD WINNERS 

1962 Owen H. Wangensteen, '21 
1963 Donald J. Cowling 

Charles G. Sheppard, '35 
1964 Vernon D.E. Smith, '30 
1965 Karl W. Anderson, '23 
1966 J. Arthur Myers, '20 
1967 Theodore R. Fritsche, '30 
1968 Walter H. Halloran, '15 

Anderson C. Hilding, '18 
Carl H. Holmstrom, '29 

1969 Karl R. Lundeberg, '25 
1970 Robert N. Barr, '30 

LeRoy J. Larson, '20 
1971 Will iam C. Bernstein, '27 

J.C. Grant, '42 
1972 J. Richards Aurelius, '22 

Barbara M. Puumala, '59 
Marie Bepko Puumala 
Reino Puumala 
Ricard R. Puumala, '59 

1973 Phillip Halenbeck 
Olga Hansen Litzenberg, '15 

1974 Ann Arnold 
Roger A. MacDonald, '46 
Carl 0. Rice, '25 
R.S. Ylvisaker, '26 

1975 Reuben Berman, '32 
Bror F. Pearson, '31 
Lawrence Richdorf, '20 

1976 Milton M. Hurwitz, '39 
Leonard Lang, '28 
Russell 0. Sather, '32 

1977 Ruth E. Boynton, '20 
Virgil J.P. Lundquist, '42 

1978 Lester H. Bendix, '28 
Herman E. "Tiny" Drill, '29 

1979 Miland E. Knapp, '29 
Harold E. Wilmot, '23 

1980 Helen l. Knudsen, '43 
Donald E. Stewart, '37 

1981 Eva Jane (Ostergren) Larson, '38 
Carl Ragnar Wall, '28 

1982 Stuart Lane Arey, '31 
Kristofer Hagen, '42 

1983 John J. Eustermann 
John J. Regan, Sr., '43 

1984 Arnold S. Anderson, '43 
John W. Anderson, '51 

1985 Kenneth W. Covey, '43 
Frank E. Johnson, '43 

1986 A. Boyd Thomes, '42 
1987 Marcy l. Ditmanson, '54 

Malcolm M. Fifield , '50 
1988 Chester A. Anderson, '44 

Robert B. Howard, '44 
Arnold J. Kremen, '37 

1989 Howard l. Horns, '43 
Austin M. McCarthy, '42 

1990 M. Elizabeth "Peggy" Craig, '45 
John P. Stapp, '43 

1991 Dorothy Bernstein 
Irving C. Bernstein, '42 

1992 Frederic J. Kottke, '45 
William A. O'Brien, Jr., '46 

1993 John I. Coe, '45 
Howard B. Burchell 

1994 N.l. "Neal" Gault, Jr. '50 
Tague Clement Chisholm 

1995 Stanton A. Hirsh, '45 
Melvin Sigel, '56 

1996 Stanley Goldberg, '56 
Severin H. Koop, Jr. '55 

1997 Joyce l. Funke, '50 
Thomas A. Stolee, '58 

1998 Jesse E. Edwards 
John B. Sanford, '48 

1999 B.J . Kennedy, '45 
C. Walton Lillehei, '41 
Ben P. Owens. '47 

2000 H. Mead Cavert, '50 
Richard M. Magraw, '43 

ALUMNI RECOGNITION AWARD 

1998 June M. LaValleur, '87 
1999 Richard l. Stennes '69 
2000 Paul S. Sanders, '70 

Valerie K. Ulstad, '82 
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ALUMNI CONNECT Wll 
For beginning medical students, medical 
school can loom as a formidable, some
times lonely experience. At the Universi
ty of Minnesota, they soon learn that 
there is a great deal of help and support 
available - much of it from alumni who 
have been there and who understand the 
challenges that lie ahead. 

U 
niversity of Minnesota Medical School alumni and 
community physicians volunteer their time in a 
variety of capacities that are invaluable both to the 

Medical School and to the medical students. From the 
time Medical School applicants step on campus for their 
preliminary interviews - until they join these volunteers 
as alumni and physicians- their Medical School experi
ences are greatly enhanced by these relationships. 

Alumni and community physicians are connecting with 
students in many ways. Programs and areas of service 
include: 
• Physician/Medical Student Mentoring Program 
• Medical School and Resident Applicant Host Programs 
• Preceptorship Program at the Duluth School of Medicine 
• Rural Physician Associate Program 
• Structured Clinical Exam evaluators 
• Adjunct faculty members 
• Medical Alumni Society board members 

Such volunteer opportunities continue to evolve. This 
year the mentoring program was expanded through a part
nership between the Medical School, the Medical Alumni 
Society, and the Hennepin and Ramsey Medical Societies. 
As a result, almost 250 medical students are presently 
matched with community physicians as mentors. 

Another recently developed program is the Medical 
School Applicant Host Program, which gives out-of-town 
Medical School applicants (and resident applicants) the 
opportunity to stay with an alum during their visit to cam
pus for interviews. The program was conceived by Med
ical Alumni Society board member Fred Lyon, M.D .• as a 
result of input from medical students. 

Both alumni and students report that these connec
tions are very rewarding- providing valuable assistance 
to the students and keeping alumni in touch with their 
Medical School. 

"These alumni and community volunteers play a very 
important role in the life of our Medical School," says 
Medical School Senior Associate Dean Greg Vercellotti. 
"They open up the real world of medicine to our stu
dents, and they make the Medical School a welcoming 
place. They form lifelong relationships with the students, 
and make our medical community that much stronger." 

ED UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

CONNECTING: Medical student Mark 

We asked Mark Weisbrod, a second-year medical 

student from Rochester, Minnesota, to tell us about 

his experience in the Mentoring Program. 

How has the Mentoring Program helped you as a medical student? 
The program has helped me in many ways. One of the greatest aspects of 
the program is that it gives me, as a student, exposure to an area of inter
est in wh ich I may some day choose to work. It has allowed me to see if 
the fie ld is right for me and if it's someth ing that I rea lly want to pursue. 
Hopefully, the program will help me find the ideal specialty for me. 

Also, it has been great getting to know a doctor in the community - a 
physic ian I can relate to who can show me the ropes of medicine here 
in this metropolitan area of many hospitals and clinics. It has been nice 
to get exposure to people and places that I might not experience until 
third- and fourth-year rotations. 

The program has been fantastic in other ways, too. It has allowed 
me to bui ld a re lationship with a physician in the community in a 
re laxed, soc ial setting - a relationship in which grades, expectations, 
and eva luations don't come into play, just fun and common goals. It's 
an excellent feel ing to have these revered doctors care about us, the 
students, and help us out with what we 're doing. It really means a lot. 
It's nice to kn ow that their expertise is only a phone call away. 

In add ition, it has been worthwhile making connections in the com
munity for a poss ible vocationa l area of interest. I have enjoyed meet
ing and learning from people in different departments and specialties 
physicians I wou ld not have met if not for this program. 

Most of all, it is just rea lly fun to be able to spend time with someone 
I look up to but who also respects me
someone with common interests in both 
work and play. 



MEDICAL STUDENTS 

u 
MEDICAL STUDENTS COMMUNITY PHYSICIANS 

A Physician/Student Mentoring Program sponsored by: 

University of Minnesota Medical School, Hennepin Medical Society, Ramsey 

Medical Society, University of Minnesota Medical Alumni Society 

How often do you see your mentor and what do you do when you meet? 
My mentor and I try to get together at least once a month. Since I am 
currently interested in possibly pursuing orthopaedic surgery (among 
just about every other specialty in medicine). I usually shadow my men
tor in the operating room and try to see as many different procedures as 
possible. 

We are also both avid sports fans and outdoor enthusiasts so we try 
to get to as many sporting events as our schedules will allow. I have 
been to my mentor's home for dinner which has been really nice. Being 
from outstate, it's a lot of fun for me to get away from student living for 
awhile and from the student food, too! Many times, we find ourselves 
just talking about exciting things we have done. We often compare our 
medical school experiences. I enjoy hearing about how much harder 
he thinks it was back in his day and he enjoys hearing me gripe about 
how expensive (comparably) I think it is today. It's a nice experience 
because it's a relaxed, ongoing relationship based on common interests. 

Have there been specific situations where your mentor's advice has 
proved helpful? 
Basically, my mentor explains many of the do 's and don 'ts of medical 
school and how to go about things. He presents many sides of issues, to 
expose me not just to his own opinions, but to all the possibilities so I 
can decide for myself what is best for me. Much of the advice I seek 
deals with residency issues, such as how to go about the application 
process, ways to prepare myself better for residency, and ways to make 
myself a more competitive applicant. 

Have other medical students found the Mentoring Program helpful? 
Indeed. I have heard very positive things about the different matches 
that have been made. Most of the students I've spoken with have really 
enjoyed the program and "hit it off" with their mentors. Many have had 
great experiences shadowing the doctors and exploring the fields in 
which they are interested to see if they are something they would like 
to pursue. Most of all, the students have had a lot of fun meeting a 
physician in the community with whom they can relate, possibly model 
themselves after, and just have a good time. 

Mark Weisbrod and Dr. Douglas Drake enjoyed the mentoring 
breakfast, held in January. 

A Mentor's View 
Douglas Drake, M.D., graduate of the Class of 1972 
in orthopaedic medicine and surgery, finds the 
Mentoring Program to be a very positive experi
ence. 

Asked why he participates in the program, he 
says, "I have a strong love for the University and 
the Medical School. and am grateful for the excel
lent education I received there. I also have a sig
nificant interest in training and working with 
medical students, particularly those who have an 
interest in my field." 

Drake believes there are benefits for the mentor 
as well as for the student. "It's important to me to 
understand today's medical students- what 
they're all about and what their goals are. It's 
been nearly 30 years since I was in medical 
school. and I like to keep in touch. I teach medical 
students and residents and have been involved in 
teaching for 20 years, so that also keeps me con
nected to the Medical School." 

Drake enjoys the time spent with second-year 
medical student Mark Weisbrod: "Mark comes to 
my office and to surgery. He comes to our house 
for dinner. My door is always open to him." 

Drake advises other alumni to be mentors, but 
says two things are required: "You have to have a 
real interest in students, and you have to believe 
in giving back. That's important." 
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CLASS NOTES 
1943 
Dr. Forrest H. Adams, Rancho Santa Fe, 
Califomia, was honored by the American 
Academy of Pediatrics with the Founders 
Award (Section on Cardiology) at the 2000 
annual :meeting in Chicago. The Fow1ders 
Award recognizes an individual who has 
made an outstanding contributim1 to the 
field of pediatric cardiology. Adams is 
known for his ideas and work on early diag
nosis and treatment of infant congenital 
heart disease, and for his research on heart 
and lW1g fw1ction during fetal life and the 
dmnges tl1at occur with birth. 

1947 
Dr. Antoni M. Diehl, Lenexa, Kansas, con· 
tinues to be active in his "retired years." He 
is :medical director of tl1e Turner House Chil· 
dren's Clinic in Kansas City, Kansas, whose 
mission is to give quality prin1ary health 
care to the dilldren of tlw working poor. He 
also leads medical mission teams to Haiti 
and tl1e Dominican Republic to care for the 
Haitian sugar cane cutters and their fami · 
lies, and helps build houses for Kom Valley 
Habitat for Humanity. In his spare time 
Diehl volw1teers at his church, working in 
the dmrch food pantry. 

1950 
Dr. N.L. Gault, Jr. , St. Paul, received the 
Outstanding Adtievement Award May 12, 
2000, from tl1e Board of Regents of the Uni · 
versity of Minnesota as "an expression of 
high esteem, and iJ1 recognition of ltis noted 
professional attaiJ1111ent as a distinguished 
graduate and former dean of the Medical 
School, and professor emeritus of mediciJ1e; 
a visionary leader who left an indelible 
mark on the University and on medical 
trainiJ1g iJ1 China, Japan, Indonesia, Oki · 
nawa, and Korea; a compassionate physi· 
cian, wise statesman, generous colleague, 
and enthusiastic ambassador for the Univer· 
sity; and a judicious administrator whose 
actions have always been guided by ltis com
ntitrnent to make the world the best place it 
can be." 

1957 
Dr. JohnS. Rydberg, Coon Rapids, Min· 
nesota , was recently named the top physi· 
dan at Unity Hospital iJ1 Fridley, MiJmesota. 
Rydberg received the arumal William J. Carr 
Award, a peer-based award recognizing 
excellence iJ1 cliJtical skills, as well as a his
tory of service to Unity Hospital, orga1tized 
medicine, and tl1e greater commwtity. Board 
certified in anesthesiology since 1964, Ryd
berg is a member of tl1e MiJmesota Society 
of Anesthesiologists, the Minnesota Medical 

~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Association, and ilie Hennepin County Med
ical Associati011. In addition to serving on 
several hospital committees, he was dlief of 
staff at U1tity Hospital in 1988. 

1967 
Dr. DavidS. Camzom, Los Angeles, follow
ing nearly two decades of active involve
ment witl1 the Norili American Society of 
Pacing and Electrophysiology (NASPE), was 
iJ1stalled as tl1e 22nd president and chair of 
t11e board on May 17, 2000. The installa
tion took place during an award ceremm1y at 
t11e organization's 21st Annual Scientific 
Session created to honor outstanding 
adtievement in the study and management 
of cardiac arrhytlunias. Ca1mom is a mem
ber of tl1e MiJUJesota Medical Fmmdation 
board of trustees. He has been director of 
cardiology at Good Samaritan Hospital, Los 
Angeles, for tl1e past 15 years and remains 
active at the hospital as a practiciJ1g cardiol
ogist and board member for the Heart Insti
tute, while also workiJ1g as a clinical 
professor at tl1e UCLA School of MediciJ1e. 

1974 
Dr. Michael Belzer, Edina, Minnesota , 
received a unaniJnous vote from the Hen
nepiJ1 County Board of Commissioners in 
his iliird appointment to a five-year term as 
HCMC medical director. Duri11g Belzer's 
tenure, HCMC acqltired adjoming Metropoli
tan-Mt. Si11ai Medical Center, permitting 
preservation and expansion of a variety of 
programs; marked 10 years as a Levell Trau
ma Center; and made tl1e U.S. New & World 
Report list of tl1e nation 's best hospitals for 
the last tlrree years. 

Dr. Donald M. Jacobs, Eden Prairie, Min
nesota , has been named chairman and dtief 
executive officer ofHern1epin Faculty Asso
ciates (HFA). In addition to his career iJ1 cli11-
ical surgery and health care admiJtistration, 
Jacobs has been active iJ1 surgical education. 
He is an assistant professor on tl1e teaching 
faculty of tl1e University of MiJmesota Med
ical School; has served as program director 
for ilie Surgical Residency TraiJting program 
at HCMC; and serves on the board of direc
tors of the Association for Surgical Educa
tion and the Association of Program 
Directors in Surgery. 

1979 
Dr. Charles B. Rodning, Mobile, Alabama, 
professor iJ1 tl1e College of Medicine at ilie 
University of South Alabama, was named to 
the 1999-2000 edition of tl1e LexiJ1gton 
Who's Who Registry of Executives it.nd Projes
sion,1ls. The publication is dedicated to the 
recognition ofindiv1duals who have demon
strated leadership and ad1ievement in tl1eir 
occupation , iJ1dustry, or profession. 

IN MEMORIAM 
DR. MARIE S. ASKEGAARD, Class of 1988, 
Mendota Heights, MiJmesota , di.ed May 10 at age 
40. She is survived by her husband, Lon Lutz, 
and two dilldren. 

DR. WILLIAM M. BALFOUR, Class of 1939, 
Healdsburg, California, died February 29,2000, at 
age 8 5. During World War ll he served as a major 
in the Anny Medical Corps, and in 1949 joined the 
staff at the Mayo CliJric.ln 19 57 he joined the fac
ulty at the University of Kansas as professor of 
physiology and cell biology, serving over the years 
as acting chair of comparative biochemistry and 
physiology and dean of student affairs. Balfour was 
tl1e grandson of Dr. William J. Mayo. 

DR. FREDERIC T. BECKER, Class of 1934, 
Sun City, Arizm1a, died Jrn1e 13 at age 91. He 
practi.ced for many years at the Dulutl1 Clink iJ1 
Duluth, MiJmesota, and helped establish the 
UMD Sdwol of Medicine. He is survived by his 
wife, Christine, and two d1ildren. 

DR. MARCY L. DITMANSON, Class of 1954, 
Green Valley, Arizona, died June 26 at age 81. 
After receiviJ1g his medical degree, Ditmanson 
returned to Chma, where he had been bom to 
Lutheran missionary parents and where he had 
done ltis graduate studies. He and his wife start
ed a cliJtic in their liviJ1g room iJ1 the city of Chi
ayi. The cliJtic later turned into a mobile mtit, 
and ilien became the Cltiayl Christian Hospital. 
In 1981 tl1ey returned to the Twin Cities where 
he practiced his specialty of oriliopaedics until 
he retired. In1987 Ditrnanson was a recipient 
of tl1e Harold S. Diehl Award . He is survived by 
his wife, Joyce, and six dilldren. 

DR. RICHARD P. DOE, Class of 1951, Carmel, 
California, died December 11 at age 74. Profes
sor emeritus at ilie University of MiJmesota Med
ical School, he received his Ph.D. in biod1emistry 
in 1966. His many achievements iJ1clude tl1e iso
lation of a honnone bindiJ1g proteiJ1 (transcortiJl) 
and tlle development of tl1e metlwdology for mea
surement of nonprotein corti.sol. Doe is survived 
by his wife, Shirley, and three dilldren. 

DR. HARRY M. ElL, Class of 1942, Yonkers, 
New York, died August 16 at age 83. 

DR. ELDON W. ERICKSON, Class of 1939, 
Pauma Valley, California, died November 30 at age 
85. During World War II, Erickson spent years 
integrating high altitude flight research for the 
U.S. Army witll a dual residency in internal medi
cine and cardiology at the Mayo Clinic. He was 
later named a fellow of the Mayo Clinic and was 
also a fellow of the American Academy of Physi
cians. After tl1e war he joiJ1ed with three other 
doctors to establish the Lyllll Clinic iJ1lincoln 
Park, Midtigan. Erickson is survived by his wife, 
JW1e, and two dilldren. 



DR. RICHARD R. FLIEHR, Class of 1945, Char
lotte, North Carolina, died June 25 at age 81. After 
receiving his medical degree he served in the U.S. 
Navy. He returned to M:iJmeapolis and formed a 
partnership, Haugen, Fliehr, and Meeker, to prac
tice obstetrics and gynecology. Fliehr also obtained 
a master's degree in theatre and arts at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, and was affiliated witJ1 the The
atre in the RolLild Players for many years. He is 
survived by his wife, Kathleen, and one son. 

DR. ARTHUR L. FORSGREN, Class of 1944, 
Grants Pass, Oregon, died September 3 at age 79. 
During World War II he served as a lieu tenant in 
the U.S. Naval Medical Corps. In 1948, Forsgren 
combined his practice witl1 several oti1er doctors 
and formed the Grants Pass Clinic. He was also a 
member of the staff of Josephine General Hospital, 
and twice served as chief of staff at Josephine 
Memorial Hospital. Forsgren developed ti1e first 
coronary care program at JMH and was illstrlLJllen
tal i11 the developme11t of the hospital's first four
bed illteJlsive care llllit constructed in 1973. He 
retired iii1987. He is survived by his wife, Mar
jorie, and four dilldren. 

DR. EDGAR G. INGALLS, Class of 1941, Ply
mouth , M:iJwesota, died September 10 at age 85. 
After receivi.llg his medical degree he served in 
ti1e Army Medical Corps in World War II for four 
years ill the South Pacific. He was awarded the 
Purple Heart and Bronze Star. He practiced 
obstetrics a11d gynecology at Abbott Northwest
ern Hospital for over 40 years, and was a folLild 
illg fellow of the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Ingalls is sur
vived by his wife, Mary, and three children. 

DR. LUANN M. KLEMME, Class of 19 9 7, Hon
olulu, died February 5 at age 45. 

DR. ROBERT A. KRAUSE, Class of 1973, Las 
Vegas, died Jw1c 16 at age 53. He was a resident 
of Butte, Montana, where he practiced pathology 
until his retirement. He is survived by his wife, 
Linda, and one son. 

DR. EDWARD C. McELFRESH, St. Paul, died 
August 10 at age 58. He was dlief of 
orthopaedics at ti1e MiJmeapolis Veterans Affairs 
Medical Center, associate professor il1 t11e 
Department of Ortiwpaedic Surgery at the Uni
versity of Millnesota, and former partner of tilC 
St. Anti1ony Orthopaedic Clinic in St. Paul. 
McElfresh is survived by his wife, Nancy, and 
tiuee dlildren. 

DR. HAROLD E. MILLER, Class of 1936, 
Edilla , M:iJmcsota , died August 8 at age 93. He 
served iJ1 the U.S. Army Medical Corps in World 
War Il. In the 1950s he served two terms as 
chief of staff at Northwestern Hospital in Min
neapolis, and practiced medicine ill Minneapolis 
from1939 to1982 when he retired. Miller is 
survived by two dilldren. 

DR. FREDRICK C. NACHTIGAL, Class of 
1953, Hillsboro, California, died July 4 at age 
76. He served in the U.S. Navy during World 
War Il, and completed Ins medical degree fol 
lowiJlg tJ1e war. He was a private fanilly physi· 
dan ill Vernonia, Califonlia, for three years and 
the11 moved to Hillsboro where he practiced for 
20 years before rctirillgiJ1199l. He is sur
vived by Ins wife, Katilleen , and tilfee children. 

DR. MILTON ORKIN, St. Louis Park, Min
nesota, died March 5, 1999, at age 69. He 
served ill the U.S. avy from 1958-60 at Oak 
Knoll Naval Hospital, Oakland, Califonlia, and 
ill tilC U.S. Naval Reserves from 1960-70 
where l1c received t11e rank of lieutenant com
ma11der. OrkiJ1 was a well-kllOWll dermatolo
gist and practiced mcdicille for 3 8 years in the 
MiJ111capoUs area. He was also a dillical pro· 
fessorill ti1e Departme11t of Dermatology at 
the Utliversity of Mitmesota where he served 
as a dermatopatiwlogist. The ammal Dr. Mil 
ton Orkin Lectureship in Dermatology has 
been estabUshed in his me1nory. He is survived 
by his wife, Etta Fay, and time children. 

DR. KENNETH A. OSTERBERG, Class of 
1955, Mentor, Milmesota, died October 16 at 
age 68. After graduation, he served with t11e 
U.S. Army Medical Corps. He read1ed t11e rank 
of captai11 ill t11e army, and returned to Mill· 
neapolis iJ1 1958. Osterberg trained as a resi· 
de11t at the University Hospitals ill 
neuropatJwlogy, amtomy, ru1d fore11sic patholo
gy, becomillg board certified i11 ead1 of these 
specialties. He joined tJ1e faculty of the Medical 
Sdwol ill 1965, and was voted an Outsta11diJ1g 
Professor t11Iee times. In 19 71 he became asso
ciate patJwlogist at HCMC ru1d also served as 
assistant medical exruniller. He is survived by 
his wife, Joan, ru1d t11Iee dlildren. 

DR. STUART ALEXANDER PATTERSON, 
Class of 1940, Fort Collins, Colorado, died 
April28 at age 85. He attended the Naval 
Medical Sdwol in Bethesda, Marylru1d, and 
trained in radiology at the U.S. Naval Hospi
tal ill Philadelphia and t11e University of 
Pelwsylvania Medical Sdwol. Patterson 
moved to Fort Collins ill 1950 and estab
lished a private practice ill radiology. In addi
tion to !lis practice, he served as a professor 
ill tJ1e Department of Radiology at the Uni
versity of Colorado Medical Sdwol md also 
served on staff at t11e Colorado State Universi· 
ty Vcteril1ary School, teadling veterinary 
radiology. He retired in January 2000. He is 
survived by his wife, Betty, and six d1iJdren. 

DR. CARL E. SANDBERG, Class ofl9 58, 
ArdCll Hills, MiJlllCsota, died April 13 at age 68. 

DR. JOHN C. SCOTT, Class of 1961, Seattle, 
died December 19. After a11 obstetrics ru1d 
gynecology residency at Marquette and Harvard 

respectively, he moved to Seattle to practice. He 
was one of tJJC fList doctors ill the Seattle area 
to scan t11e bone density of his patients to help 
detect osteoporosis, and helped pioneer the usc 
of estrogen therapy. Scott practiced mcdidne 
for 31 years ill Seattle and retired ill1998. He 
is survived by l1is wife, Paola, two dilldren and 
tJliCe stepdilldren. 

DR. MARCUS I. SHELANDER, Class of 
1950, St. Paul, died October 1 at age 75. 

DR. DONALD B. SWENSON, Class of 1952, 
Mankato, Milmesota, died May 5 at age 73. 

DR. IRA H. WILSON, Class of 1934, Padfic 
Bead1, Califonlia, died April 30 at age 92. 
He specialized in cardiology and gastroen
terology, and did his fellowship at t11e Mayo 
Clil1ic. Durmg World War II he served with 
t11e 124th General Hospital in London. After 
the war, he moved to California where he 
established his medical practice. He is sur
vived by his wife, Etta may, md two sons. 

DR. LESLIE ZIEVE, Class of 1943, St. Louis 
Park, MinJ1esota, died May 11 at age 84. After 
servillg il1 the U.S. Anny Medi.cal Corps ill 
World War Il, Zicve became ilwolved ill med· 
ical rcseard1 on epidemic hepatitis, a pafu ti1at 
led to his lifelong i11terest ill gastromtestinal 
md liver disease. He described a syndrome of 
pancreatitis, hemolysis, ru1d fatty liver whidl 
subscquentJy becrune klwwn as ti1e "Zleve 
Syndrome." One of the early academidans to 
recog11ize tJ1e value of a combined M.D. and 
Ph.D. degree, Zieve fostered that program at 
the University of Minnesota. He received the 
Distinguished Physician Award from the 
Department of Veterans Affairs. He is survived 
by Ins son, Dr. Franklin Zieve. 

BOARD MEMBER 
JERRY WILLCOX DIES 

Jerry Willcox, a 
member of the Min
nesota Medical 
FolLildation board of 
trustees and d1air of 
the FolLildation 's 
ill vestment commit
tee, died February 1 

at age 64. He provided outstanding 
leadership to the ill vestment commit
tee md presided during a period of 
UJlprecedented investment growtJ1. 

Jerry was a fiJm1dal consultant and 
president of ECA Compa11ies. He was 
an associate priest of St. Paul's Episco
pal Churd1 in Minneapolis. He is sur
vived by his wife, Mary, four dlildren 
and eight grandchildren. 
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Profile 

Judith Shank, M.D. 
Chair, Minnesota Medical Foundation Board of Trustees 

A
t the October annual meeting 

of the Minnesota Medical 

Foundation board of 

trustees, Dr. Judith F. Shank was 

named chair of the organization. 

A long-time volunteer of the 

Minnesota Medical Foundation, 

Judy has been on the board since 

1993, serving in a number of 

positions including executive 

committee secretary and, most 

recently, vice chair. 

A 1982 graduate of the Med

ical School, Judy is the recently 

retired president of Metropolitan 

Dermatology. Despite a very busy 

schedule, she has been extremely 

active in the medical community. 

Along with her commitments to 

the Medical Foundation, Judy has 

been involved in nearly all areas of 

the Minnesota Medical Association. 

In 1999, she led that organization 

as president - only the second 

woman to hold that prestigious 

post in the 150-year history of the 

MMA. Judy and her husband, 

Steve, are the parents of two 

grown children - Susan and Mary. 

~~ UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Judy, you men
tioned that 
you're humbled 
by this new 
role. 
During my tenure 
on the board , we 
have had three 
chairpersons whose leadership 
and commitment to the Foundation 
have been extraordinary. Paul Birke
land, Barbara Forster, and Sally Ander
son have each taken the organization 
to succeedingly new levels. Everyone 
involved with the Medical Fom1dation 
shares great pride in the incredible 
growth that has taken place in the last 
five years. I see my task as helping to 
guide the organization to yet a new 
level by successfully completing the 
challenge of Campaign Minnesota. 

What role does the Foundation 
play in the life of the Medical 
School? 
The Foundation plays a variety of roles 
in the life of the Medical School. None 
is more important than the role of 
fund raiser. We raise money to fund 
medical education and new research in 
the quest for a better understanding of 
health and disease as well as new treat
ments. Cl1anges in health care financ
ing have created serious challenges to 
medical researd1 and medical educa
tion. If we are to take advantage of 
incredible opportunities in cellular 
and molecular medicine, for example, 
we will have to depend on private sup
port. The Fom1dation acts as a match
maker of sorts - bringing together 
those who have specific interests in 
medical research with scientists who 
are worki11g on those particular prob
lems. The Fom1dation works on behalf 

of donors by 
doing an excellent 
job of managing 
their money. It 
also provides 
many other valu
able services to the 
Medical Schools. 

What are these services? 
The Foundation provides scholarship 
support to medical students m1d emer
gency loaJ1S for post-graduate students. 
This Medical Bulletin is a service pro
vided by the Foundation to help inform 
some 20,000 stakeholders of the great 
work that's taking place at our Medical 
School. Recently, the Foundation, 
workiJ1g with the Medical Alunmi Soci
ety and the He1mepin and Ramsey 
Medical Societies, played a major role 
in recruiting nearly 300 community 
physicians to serve as mentors to med
ical students. These are only a few of 
many exa:111ples of non-fundraising ser
vices provided by the Foundation. 

How are you feeling about the 
progress of Campaign Minnesota? 
I am overwhelmed by the generosity of 
people, especially those with little 
obvious connection to the University. 
Their gifts speak volumes about their 
confidence in the work of our students 
and faculty members. I think we're on 
track to meet our $500 million goal by 
2 00 3. Reaching our goal is crucial 
because those dollars will have tremen
dous impact. Already ca:111paign dollars 
whid1 were used as seed money for 
new research have been leveraged into 
million dollar grants from the National 
Institutes of Health. That's a powerful 
case for providing support for medical 
research! 



The Minnesota Medical Foundation 
is a non-profit organization which 
raises and disburses funds for educa
tion and research at the University of 
Minnesota Medica l Schools in the 
Twin Cities and Duluth and the School 
of Public Health. 

For more information about the 
Minnesota Medical Foundation or 
to update your address, ca ll or write: 

Minnesota Medica l Foundation 
McNamara Alumni Center 
University of Minnesota Gateway 
200 Oak Street SE, Suite 300 
Minneapolis, MN 55455-2030 
Phone 612-625-1440 or 
1-800-922-1663 
Website: www.mmf. umn.edu 

The University of Minnesota is committed 
to the policy that all persons shall have 
equal access to its programs, facilities, 
and employment without regard to race, 
color, creed, religion, national origin, 
sex, age, marital status, disability, pub
lic assistance status, veteran status, or 
sexual orientation. 
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